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TECHNICAL NOTE NOe 319-.

SOME EXPERIMENTS ON AUTOROTATION OF AN AIRFOIL.

By Shatswell Ober.

summary

These experiments show that the rate of autorotation of a
.

monoplane airfoil is reduced by sweepback, ceasing entirely

when the sweepbaok is 30°. They confirm previous results on

the increase in rate of rotation with decrease in aspeot ratio.

In addition a very serious increase in rate SDd range of auto-

rotation with yaw is shown.

Ob~ect.- These experiments were made as portions of two

theses on autorotation, the first (Reference 1) undertaken with

the definite object of studying the effect of &weepback on the

autorotation of an airfoil; the second, (Reference 2) to com-

plete the first and incidentally the effeot of yaw was studied.

It is the purpose”of this note to give the results of the ex-

perimental work, omitting other then a brief description of

apparatus and method, with little discussion in regard to

causes, reasons, and theory of the phenomena observed. It is

felt that the work itself is of sufficient general interest.

Apparatus.- Three airfoils were used, a rectangular 18-

inch by 3–inch Clark Y made of wood, a duralumin 18-inch by
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.

3-inch Clark Y made in halves with sweepback adjustable (Fig. 1),

and a wooden airfoil of various spans, 3.46-inch chord of the -

seotion through a Clark Y with 30° sweepback. The arrangement

of the sweepback model is such that the sectioa along the wing
.

varies with the angle of sweepback while that perpendiculsx to

leading edges is constant?

The rotation apparatus (Fig. 2) is so fsmiliar that only a

brief description is needed. The &is is a steel tube carried

at either end in ball bearings. The airfoil is held on a rod

passing through the tube., During the tests the airfoil was al-

ways above the tube. The angle of attack and of yaw may be ‘

varied. Both are fixed by friction.

Tests.- All experimental work was done in the 4-foot wind ..-—

tunnel at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, unless oth-

erwise indicated, at a speed of 40 m.p.h. The tests fall into

three series~ A preliminary set was made with the 18-inch X

3-inoh Clark Y airfoil at zero yaw to determine range and rate

of turning. The range of sngles of attack was from 10° to be- ‘ .._.

yond 90°. This series is of i~terest merely at very large an-

,
gles when, on account of excessive rotational velocity, the wind

speed was reduced to 15-20 m.p.hs

The second series, made with the sweepbaok tirfoil,Oov-

ered a range of angles of attaok from about 10° to 35°.tith
.

various angles of sweepback from 20° forward to”30° back. The

third series, really a

.-— - --

combination of two, made with the modi-
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fied Clexk Y airfoil, consisted of tests over a range of angles

of attack with m;del spen reduoed in steps from 2~.75 inches to

17.2 inches with square tips giving successively, aspect ratios

of 8, 7, 6, and 4.95. At each aspect ratio the model was yawed

up to 20°.

In all oases the proded~e for a given test was to start at

some low angle, try to secure autorotation by spiming the wing

artificially, increase the ~gle until it would Wtorotate,

measure the r.p,m:“by a stroboscope fitted with a tachometer for

a series of sngles of attaok until autorotation ceased ~ could

no% be secured artificially. Usu&Lly revolutions in both direc-

tions were determined and the mean used near the angles at whioh

autorotatio~ ceased or commenced. Sometimes rotation in one

direction only could be secured (either with or opposed to the

rotation of the wind tunnel propeller). WheneWer the rotation

tended to pass to a much higher rate, tests were stopped to avoid

possible damage to.the apparatus.

Test results are expressed as

R= y

sn ‘index value”

P = angular velocity (radians per

v = wind speed (feet per seoond)
.

s =- semispan (feet)

second)

Index values sre plotted for constant conditions vs. a (the

angle of attack at th~ oenter) or for constant a against aspect

ratio, sweepback, or yaw.
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Results and Discussion

It is well known that in the case of biplane cellules there

may be above the normal range of stesdy autorotation another

range in which the rate of rotation is much greater. These two

regions may and often do overlap so that as the angle of attack

is increased, the’rate of rotation progressively increases to a

very high angle. Monoplane tests”ususlly do not show these sec-

ond regions., I-qthe first serie,sof.tests the model rotated, .._
\

through the e~ected range of angles. As the angle increased up

to 50° or 60° it was impossible to seoure autorotation, in fact,

the opposite was true; there was a lsxge damping moment. At 90°,

however, if rotation at a fair rate was started, a very high

rate was reaohed, some twelve times the normal (Fig. 3)i There

is a question whether this should be called eutorotatio~ as it

might be considered a windmill effect, except one blade is trav-

eling trailing edge first. This regime extended down to about

80°, then ceased suddenly. It has m ccmnectiomtith the ordi-

nexy regime when there is no yaw - a question which will be dis-

cussed later.

The results of the seoond series of tests - those of the

effect of sweepbaok - are givetiby Figures 4 or 5, in which R

is plotted against angle of attack a and Figure 6, in whioh R
.

is plotted agqinst sweepback, Passing from the straight wiM to

one with sweepbaok, the rsngemd rate of autorotation progress-

ively decrease until with 30° sweepback rctaticn ceased, the@
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the damping

affected by

was very slow. The rate of rotation was not greatly

sweep-forww-d, the total rage remained about the

same, but the regton tended to move to.higher engles of attack

as sweep-forward inoreased.

To make certain that the decrease and finally, the stopping

of the autorotation was not merely due to the change in airfoil

seotion that occurred as the sweepback was inoreased, an airfoil

with section through a Clark Y with 30° sweepbaok, rounded wing

tips, and ssme span was tested. This airfoil had almost the

same range of autorotatiou as the original CIIarkY, but the max-

.

.

imu rate was lcwer, R = .23, compared with R = .39. This ._

result agrees with the customary variation of R with airfoil

camber but the reduotion is somewhat large. Differences in besx-

ing friction, etc., may affect the result, but it is quite evi-,

dent that the change in airfoil section does not of itself aa-

count for the prevention of autorotatiornby sweepbaok.

The model with 30° sweepbaok.wa.sthen tested as an airfoil;

UL and ~ compared with those of a normal Clark Y are given in

Figure J’. The drag ”maybe somewhat inaccurate because of the

center portion of the model. From the curves, Glauert~s orite-

——

rion for the occurrence of @utorotation

that autorots.tionshould occur through a

of angles starting at l’j’”.The negative

indioatesdCL+@<O .
x
somewhat limited range

value is muoh lesg than .

in the case of the normal airfoil with no sweepback. As ~ready

mentioned, the damping is very slight, not very different from

.
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that due the beaxings alone, so the reserve against autorotation

is praotioa31y zero. The criterion was developed by the strip

method and has been fcund to give unreliable results at, and

just beyond the angle of maximum lift. This has been attributed

to the inaoouracy of the primary assumption of uniform fcrce

distribution (Reference 3). This assumption, perhaps poor

enough near m~imum lift on a straight airfoil, is even mere

questionable on one with 30° sweepbaak.

The sweepbaok tests with confirming

interesting information that at zero yaw

prevented by exoessive sweepback. Tests.

experiments

autorotation

give the

may be .—

with model yawed will

be disoussed briefly later. It is true that during all these

tests the center of the airfoil was above the axis of rotation,

but the wing tips, as sweepback increased, were fax below it.

The results of the third series which conoerned the effect

of yaw snd aspect ratio on autorotatlon, are given by the fol-

lowing figures:

Figure 8, R v;- ~as cot,ratio 8
u 9, R n 6
u 10, R N m n 4.95
u 11, R l! u u peak values

At zero yaw the index value R Increases with inorease in

aspeot ratio, but rather slowly. Aotuel r.p.m., however, in-

orease slightly as the aspect ratio decreases except with the

lowest, 4.95, the revolutions decrease age$n. With n~ bear-

ing frictio~ it seems
●

except that the higher

.

-.

that the index value shouI.d be constant,

aspect ratio has a more sudden drop h
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PJL ● The results show that as the aspect ratio is decreased,

larger and larger departures from a oonstant tip speed are needed

to give sufficient moment to cverccme the bearing friotion.

“ When with no rotation the airfoil is set at an angle of yaw,

a rclling moment LW, is introduced tending to cause rotation.

Even with a straight airfoil (no dihedrsl or sweepback) this is

positive, i.e., tending to make the forward wing tip rise, smell

at low angles, increasing with angle of attaok. The effeot is to

completely upset the usual autorotation phenomena. First, at

stalling s.ngles,rotation against the yaw is”not possible. At

low and sometimes at high sngles~ there is a slow rotation,

caused by the rolling moment due to yaw and opposed by the damp-

ing in roll ~ (where the damping is small the rate of rotation

is no l~nger small). Second, the ad~tional rolling moment at

stalling sngles greatly increases the-rate of rotation and ex-

tends the rage thro~h which autorotaticn occurs, not far below

the usual regime, but considerably above it. The curves show

clearly the importance of thesq changes.

Quintitatively, the effect of yaw on different aspect ratio

models is different; it causes greater changes at the smaller W

aspect ratios.” The effects beyond the normal autorotation regime

are particulexly interesting. With l~ge a~ect ratio models .-

beyond 40°, the rate of rotation at small angles of yaw drops off

suddenly, but does not become zero until 90°. At larger angles

cf yaw the decrease .isgradual and as the angle of attack ap-
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proaohes 90°, the rate of rotation tends to pass over to the

very high value found in first se@es of e~erinents. When the

aspeot ratio of the model is low, the rotation even at smsll

angles of yaw persists to 90°, decreasing as the angle increases,

but finally merging with the high rotationa3 region near 90°.

Large angles of yaw merely increase the certainty that rotation

will persist until the windmill effeot automatically starts.

With tips rounded, the effect of yaw on the smallest aspect ratio,

model was still further increased. No measurements of the rates

.

in the high region mere made as there was soae danger of damag-

ing the apparatus.

●

The effect of varying the distance of the airfoil from the

sxis was not covered by this investigation. This variation,.

might be i%cpectedto modify the flow neoz the center of the air-
●

foil considerably, ne~ the tips very little, from which it ap-

pears that the variation in rotation rate would be only slight-

ly affected.

A few tests were made with the airfoil with 30° sweepbaok

at angles of yaW. At small angles of yaw the rotation was ei- -:

thef quickl.ydamped, or occasionally the model would rotate -.

slowly in a direction opposed to the yaw. At yaws above 15°,

the model rotated rapidly with the yaw. Thus the prevention of

autorotation by sweepbaok secured at 0° yaw is completely upset

by static yaw or side slips.

.

●

——

,!

-.
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Most theories of spinning neglect side slip altogether or

dismiss it as being slight. Good e~erimental evldenoe of its

emount is fragmentary, but appexently in some cases - by no

ineans,all - the

or 20° yaw. The

to the left when

to yaw then acts

rotate.

Contrary to

side slip may reach a size equivalent to 10°

direction of the side slip is lloutward,lfi.e.,

spinning to the right. The rolling mcment due

to increase the tendency of the wings to suto-

most previous evidence and

of e~eriments indicate that in the case of

opinions, this series

a monoplane, if the

equilibrium conditions in a spin involve considerable s$de slip,

and if the weight distribution is suoh that the rotation pro- .

duces a large stalling moment, the spin may become very flat.

“Flat spins” axe usually characterized by a very great increase

in rate of rotation; the monoplane with yaw would prcbably lack

that, but if of low aspect ratio and other conditions were ba .

enough, even the high rate might possibly be reached.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
July 19, 1929.

..— .— - - -— —.-—- .
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